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People always have the problems in their live. Not at all be going on with desirability. There are a lot of disappointing conditions. The people’s way to handle it can establish kind of problem solving. If somebody can’t settle down their disappointed, then that is will be continuous and will be accumulate and become a stressor. If there are many problem can’t solved, then will be a lot of negative emotion. The people’s capability to solve the problem will visible with good personality and their life. And the other way too. There are many people leave from their problem, draw out from the society and hide them self. That is will make somebody more buried, because there aren’t supports from the closest people. The support from the society are the once of factor that can help someone to solved their problem.

As the background of the study above, the problems of this study is how the impact of the social support to reduce the delusions of reference symptom.

In this study, the researcher applies the quantitative research by applying the method of interview and observation. With single subject design. This study determines the sample of the only one of man, he is 25 years old. Whether, the data analysis is done by Miles and Hoberman with three phases, there are data reduction, data display, and conclusions drawing or verifications.